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Embedded terminal for

MFP XEROX

The « eTerminal-Xerox » embedded terminal works with the XEROX Multifunction and enables the
communication between the MFP and the GESPAGE server.
This embedded software enables secured printing thanks to user’s identification by entering a code on the
touchscreen or by using a card.
The eTerminal-Xerox makes using the MFP easier, more ergonomic and above all more productive in use. A
simple click enables the user to interact with documents that he wishes to copy and print and this in
compliance with confidentiality and GDPR regulations.

Scheme of a network configuration



Safety / Access management



Safe use of XEROX MFP by login, login/password,
code, card (badge reader in option).
Possibility to set up access rights for each user or
group of users.





Installation



Simple deployment on a fleet of MFPs (automatic
push of the eTerminal, configuration model).



Intuitive interface




Personalized welcome to the user.
Display of the user credit before and after the
operation as well as printing tariffs (A4, A3, BW,
Color) and scan.



Scanning management



Management of scan flows with automatic
selection to the user's email.



Printing management





The user can select one or more documents
from the pending Print List, release them, delete
them or keep them pending.
Setup of a printing policy with change of job
properties (duplex forcing, black & white
forcing, modification of the number of copies).
Print in operator mode.



Accounting and reporting



 Wide range of available reports.

Specifications
 Option TCM3/TCM4 for machines Xerox
ConnectKey, compatibility with the majority of RFID
cards.
 Available on XEROX Extensible Interface Platform
(EIP) / ConnectKey (excepted 57xx, 71xx and
74xx) / JBA.
 The new interface is available from XEROX EIP v2.0
and Gespage 8.2.2.
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Embedded terminal benefits

